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Introduction

The New Arcadian Journal has been published in West Yorkshire from 1980 to the present by Patrick Ayres, the founder of the New Arcadian Press. NAJ ‘investigates the cultural politics of historical landscapes’ through a combination of artist-illustrations and scholarly texts. The journal is letter-press printed and handmade, and it is highly intellectual. It is a politically charged publication—advocating for artists’ rights, historic conservation, and attention to the past politics of country estates—and also a beautiful one, filled with the work of many talented artists.

Materials and methods

The journal’s first issue was published in 1981, and the latest to date is no. 73/74 on Wentworth Wodehouse (2013). There have been 52 issues of the journal published in total.

Sixteen American libraries list holdings in WorldCat for the New Arcadian Journal, and a small handful, six, of these hold a full run of the journal in their collections.

Via statistical and bibliographical analysis and interviews with librarians at the collecting libraries, this project identifies collection patterns for the title in the U.S. and investigates the research uses the journal serves in the American libraries that hold it.
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